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The most trusted all-in-one overview of the biomedical and environmental aspects of
toxicology--NOW more complete, up-to-date, and in full colorA Doody's Core Title for 2015!NEW to
the Eighth Edition FULL-COLOR design to allow for a clearer interpretationof the basic components
of toxicology featured throughout the text EXPANDED tables, illustrations, and other visuals
areupdated with state-of-the-art standards that makes thisedition even more current and relevant
DVD with image bank features all tables and illustrations from the text in presentation-ready format
NEW CHAPTERS include "Toxic Effects of Calories"and "Toxic Effects of Nanoparticles"The world's
leading and most authoritative textbook on poisons has more to offer students,toxicologists, and
pharmacologists than ever before. Now in full color, and thoroughly revised, the eighth edition of
Casarett & Doull's TOXICOLOGY: The Basic Science of Poisons not only delivers a comprehensive
review of the essential components of toxicology, it offers the most up-to-date,revealing, and
in-depth look at the systemic responses of toxic substance available anywhere.Combined with the
latest thinking by the field's foremost scholars plus solid coverage of general principles, modes of
action, and chemical-specific toxicity, this landmark text continues to set the standard for toxicology
references.
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As someone who has had several editions of this textbook, I can easily state this edition is the best
so far. This is mostly due to the change of adding in the color tabulations (on the side of the text

book making it much easier to find sections) and the addition of multicolor graphs, illustrations,
tables, etc. The 7th edition had 2 color for everything - green and black.For giving presentations, the
DVD with full presentation graphics will prove to be a real time saver.Otherwise the book continues
to be an excellent reference for anyone that needs a current standard for toxicology. The text is
organized well, it has an excellent index and is exceedingly well referenced as would be
expected.The new sections - regulatory toxicology and nanotoxicology are needed in the expanding
field and Toxic Effects of Calories looks to be an interesting read.For a scientific work, pricing is
actually pretty reasonable and the editions only come out about every 7 years. Definitely the book
you want on your desk, or available electronically if you have toxicologic questions that you need to
answer.

I purchased this book just to learn more about the fate of pesticides in the environment. The book is
great for providing an overview of toxicology and discussing so many issues relating to measuring
the effects of chemicals (all kinds) in the environment and in animal and human systems. If you
really want to know how our bodies are affected by chemicals in our food or in the environment,
spend time with a book like this instead of on Google. You will come away with much more accurate
knowledge.

Most comprehensive toxicology text available. Impressive breadth and depth of subject matter
coverage. Only issue was that the corner of the book had a nice dent upon its arrival - it is so heavy
that the cardboard packaging just didn't protect it sufficiently on its way to this user.

I took a graduate level Toxicology course this past summer and this book was the textbook used for
the class. It was not required, however my instructor told us that it was a very good toxicology book,
probably the go-to text for toxicologists.I would have to agree. I'm not much into reading out full
chapters in textbooks such as this just becuase of the amount of information and the length of a lot
of the chapters.This one however was awesome. I read through as many chapters as I could. There
was definitely a lot of information but the way the authors wrote it made it very easy to understand
and keep reading through. There were also very interesting case studies as well that would help
relate the information to real life examples. It is full of great information and it is written in a way that
is easy to understand.If you are taking a toxicology course or just want to learn more about the
subject in general, I highly reccommend this book. It is a great addition to any library.

I have this for class. It has far more information than any human being really needs to know about
toxicology. So much info it hurts my head to read it. But if you are a wonk in the subject you will
terasurethe book

This text is required for preparing for and taking the certification exam for the American Board of
Toxicology. This is our designated "Bible." with this textbook, I am looking forward to acing my final
re-certification exam.

Wanted to learn about cyanide...nothing. Wanted to learn about Methylethylketone (common
solvent)...nothing. Parathion? (common insecticide) Nothing... but I just saw it mentioned! Turns out
the index is utterly useless and it literally has nothing in it. That and even if you can find the place it
should be chances are this book still won't have the info you are looking for.

This is the best edition everSo colorful and beautifulNew chapters: nanotoxicology, toxicity of
caloriesThe Regulatory chapter is backLots of pictures of the animals and plantsLoving this edition
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